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                                            8 Simple Tips for Enjoying Your Food While Vaping
                                        


                                        
                                            The simultaneous enjoyment of food and vaping is a trend that’s gaining popularity, especially among those who appreciate the unique combination of flavors it can produce. However, finding the right balance to truly enjoy both can be a bit tricky.

Lucky for you, we gathered just the right tips that will help you make the most of this pairing. These tips are as follows:

Understand Your Flavors

The first step in enjoying your food while vaping is understanding the flavor profiles of both your vape juice and the food you’re eating.

In case you didn’t know, …
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                                            5 Canadian Cookbooks That Capture the Season
                                        


                                        
                                            Spring is here, and with it comes a delightful array of new cookbooks! There’s a fantastic selection of Canadian cookbook titles that have been released since January.

In this article, we’ll take a look at some of our top picks for the first half of the year!

Let Me Feed You – Rosie Daykin

Rosie Daykin, the one behind Vancouver’s Butter Baked Goods, is making a return with her…
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                                            Delectable Recipes with Wild Game, Fowl, and Fish
                                        


                                        
                                            Canada is surrounded by expansive wilderness and diverse wildlife. We appreciate the chance to stock our refrigerators and freezers with wild game meat during the winter season.

In this article, we’ll present you with a collection of outstanding wild game recipes created by Canadian recipe developers and food bloggers:

Instant Pot Venison Roast

Prepared alongside onions, potatoes, and carrots, this filling roast is a satisfying and comforting meal. The meat becomes…
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                                            Vancouver’s Tomorrow Starts Tonight with Mealshare
                                        


                                        
                                            Mealshare is a non-profit organization dedicated to eradicating youth hunger in Canada and across the globe. They have a unique approach: for each Mealshare-branded menu item purchased at their partner restaurants, they provide a meal to a young person in need.

Recently, they celebrated a significant milestone by surpassing 2.7 million meals provided!

Their efforts to fight youth hunger continue year-round, as this issue doesn’t take a break. However, once a year, they have a special event called “Tonight for Tomorrow” to amplify their impact even further.

With an array of fantastic restaurants to …
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                                            Exploring the Best Kid-Friendly Food Destinations Worldwide
                                        


                                        
                                            Discover family-friendly food destinations around the globe for culinary travel that’s perfect for your young family. From Canada to international spots, enjoy kid-friendly restaurants and a variety of activities while creating precious family memories.

Say goodbye to standard fast food – these destinations offer rich culinary experiences for everyone.

Boston

Boston is steeped in American history and boasts indulgent seafood dishes, often accompanied by luscious butter sauce. It’s renowned for its kid-friendly atmosphere.

Here, you can indulge in seafood delights with recommended spots like Jae…
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                                            Best Places to Dine in Warkworth, Ontario this Weekend
                                        


                                        
                                            Warkworth’s impressive culinary reputation is a result of both long-standing locals who know the area inside out and newcomers like MacCharles and Harrison. They bring a fresh perspective, resulting in an extraordinary destination for savoring unhurried, slow food-inspired meals.

You can enjoy a delightful meal or two here and even take home some of the most exquisite butter tarts found anywhere between Manitoba and Quebec.

To help you plan your weekend in Warkworth, here are a few standout recommendations on where to dine!

The Bakery

…
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                                            Backing Our Own: Supporting Local Businesses and Eateries in Canada
                                        


                                        
                                            These are truly unprecedented times we find ourselves in.

Our healthcare workers are bravely at the forefront, tending to the sick. Countless individuals continue to work across every step of the food supply chain, ensuring our grocery stores are up and running safely with well-stocked shelves.

Many others are dedicated to fulfilling essential roles during these challenging times.

Meanwhile, thousands upon thousands of restaurants are adapting to the situation, employing their staff where possible, and keeping their kitchens open through takeout, curbside service, and delivery – all in a determined effort to sustain …
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                                            An Interview with Planted and Picked, a Prominent Canadian Food Blogger
                                        


                                        
                                            Every month, we highlight a distinct Canadian Food Blogger from within the community. For this month, we’ll get acquainted with Scott and Sandra of Planted and Picked as they delve into the realms of a health-conscious plant-based diet and lifestyle

What prompted the creation of your blog?

Sandra, with her expertise as a wellness coach specializing in women’s health and metabolic and hormonal balance, aimed to offer a platform that promotes the incorporation of plant-based meals into a wholesome diet.

Our shared passion for cooking and extensive time spent in the kitchen also played a role. Additionally, the …
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                                            5 Cabbage Recipes to Make Every Day More Flavorful
                                        


                                        
                                            Each month, we gather a selection of fantastic recipes from various Canadian food bloggers across the web, highlighting a specific main ingredient. For this month, our spotlight is on CABBAGE!

Without further ado, here are 5 cabbage recipes you should definitely check out!

Cabbage Soup

This simple and immune-boosting soup featuring lentils, cabbage, and squash is an ideal choice for those moments when you want a wholesome and revitalizing meal.

Needless to say…
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                                            A Taste of Romance: Canadian-Inspired Valentine’s Day Recipes
                                        


                                        
                                            Whether you’re planning a delightful surprise for your beloved or simply desiring some luxurious truffles for yourself, our collection of Valentine’s Day recipes covers all bases. We’ve got an array of sweet treats for every preference, as well as a touch of savory options.

Let’s check them out.

Strawberry Breakfast Pastries

These delightful pastries are a breeze to make, requiring just 5 simple ingredients. The recipe is made even easier by using…
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										8 Simple Tips for Enjoying Your Food While Vaping



                                        The simultaneous enjoyment of food and vaping is a trend that’s gaining popularity, especially among those who appreciate the unique combination of flavors it can produce. However, finding the right balance to truly enjoy both can be a bit tricky.

Lucky for you, we gathered just the right tips that will help you make the most of this pairing. These tips are as follows:

Understand Your Flavors

The first step in enjoying your food while vaping is understanding the flavor profiles of both your vape juice and the food you’re eating.

In case you didn’t know, …
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										Exploring the Best Kid-Friendly Food Destinations Worldwide



                                        Discover family-friendly food destinations around the globe for culinary travel that’s perfect for your young family. From Canada to international spots, enjoy kid-friendly restaurants and a variety of activities while creating precious family memories.

Say goodbye to standard fast food – these destinations offer rich culinary experiences for everyone.

Boston

Boston is steeped in American history and boasts indulgent seafood dishes, often accompanied by luscious butter sauce. It’s renowned for its kid-friendly atmosphere.

Here, you can indulge in seafood delights with recommended spots like Jae…
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                                        These are truly unprecedented times we find ourselves in.

Our healthcare workers are bravely at the forefront, tending to the sick. Countless individuals continue to work across every step of the food supply chain, ensuring our grocery stores are up and running safely with well-stocked shelves.

Many others are dedicated to fulfilling essential roles during these challenging times.

Meanwhile, thousands upon thousands of restaurants are adapting to the situation, employing their staff where possible, and keeping their kitchens open through takeout, curbside service, and delivery – all in a determined effort to sustain …
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										Delectable Recipes with Wild Game, Fowl, and Fish



                                        Canada is surrounded by expansive wilderness and diverse wildlife. We appreciate the chance to stock our refrigerators and freezers with wild game meat during the winter season.

In this article, we’ll present you with a collection of outstanding wild game recipes created by Canadian recipe developers and food bloggers:

Instant Pot Venison Roast

Prepared alongside onions, potatoes, and carrots, this filling roast is a satisfying and comforting meal. The meat becomes…
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										5 Tasty Raspberry Recipes Worth Trying



                                        Raspberries have the power to elevate a multitude of dishes – from delectable desserts to savory dressings.

In this article, we’ve gathered a treasure trove of 5 raspberry recipes curated by Canadian food bloggers that you can try out for yourself.

Raspberry Oatmeal Bars

These yummy baked oatmeal raspberry bars are really delicious and simple to prepare. They’re packed with great taste and make for a convenient snack. Making them only takes a few …
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